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Arsrnecr

Continuous reactions are derived for the quatemary multisystem MgO - FeO - SiO2 - H2O using the phases serpentine,
talc, brucite, olivine, orthopyroxene and HrO. Stoichiometric coeffrcients are expressed in terms of mole fractions and, if set
equal to zero, define the position where a mineral changes from being produced to being consumed. 'Zero contours" may be
displayed Sa.phicaly in reaction space, defined by the coordinate system with axes given by mole fractions. Zero contours in
Mg-Fe systems have charactedstic features. They have a linear geometry, i.e.,they are lines in twodimensional spacq planes
in three-dimensional space. In the absence of pure end-member phases, all zero contours intsrsect the two comers (0,0,....)

[= Fe-comer] and (1,1,....) [= Mg-comer] of reaction (hy'pr-)space. The line connecting the two comers is the location where
all zero contours intersect, and where no reaction is possible. In the presence of a pure phase, ttre zero contour of the pure
phase intersects that corner of reaction space with which it is not compatible. No other zero contour may intenect that comer.
The disappearance of a phase at the corner parallels the disaplrarance of a componeng leaving the system univariant. A reac-
tion is still possible. In the presence of two serpentine minerals, two types of zeto contours are distinguished. Where the com-
position of the two serpentine minerals coincides, all phases except serpentine disappear. The zero contours of the two serpen-
tine minerals are complementary to each other. Each of the two depends on the composition of coexisting non-serpentine
minerals as well as on the composition ofthe other serpentine. The technique is applied to serpentinization in Bushveld layered
rocks in South Africa,

Keywords: continuous reaction, exchange vector, reaction space, chemography, serpentine, antigorite, lizardite, chrysotile,
greenalite, talc, minnesotaite, brucite, Bushveld, South Africa.

SoMN{ArRE

Des r6actions continues ont 6t6 d6rivdes pour le systbme quaternaire MgO - FeO - SiO2 - H2O en utilisant les phases
serpentine, talc, brucite, olivine, orthopyroxone et H2O. Les coefncients stoechiom6triques sont exprim6s en termes de fuc-
tions molaires. Si ceux-ci sont mises 6gales l zdro, elles ddfinissent la transition de fetat de Foduit e l'6tat de r6actif. De tels
"contours z6ro" peuvent €tre exprimds graphiquement dans l'espace r6actionnel, tel que d6fini par un systlme de coordonn6es
ayant comme axes les fractions molaires. Dans les syst0mes Mg-Fe, les contours z6m possddent les caract6ristiques suivantes:
ils ont une g6om6trie lin6aire, et donc constituent des lignes en deux dimensions, des plans en trois dimensions, e/c. En
l'absence de phases correspondant aux p0les purs, tous les contours z6ro recoupent les deux coins (0,0,..,.) [coin Fe] et (1,1,....)

[coin Mg] de l'espace (ou l'hyper-espace) r6actionnel. l,a ligne entre les deux coins contient tous les contorns zero, et marque
la condition o! aucune r6action n'est possible. En pr6sence d'une phase pure, le conlour z6ro de cette phase recoupe le coin de
l'espace r6actionnel avec lequel il n'est pas compatible. Aucun autre contour zdro ne peut recouper ce coin. l,a disparition
d'une phase i ce coin accompagne l'6limination d'une composante du systBme, ce qui rend le systbme univariant. Une r6action
est toujours possible. En pr6sence de deux min6raux du groupe de la serpentine, il faut distinguer deux types de contours z6ro.
Oil la composition de ces deux min6raux coincide, toutes les phases except6e la serpentine disparaissent. Irs contours z6ro des
deux mindraux du groupe de la se4rntine sont compldmentaires. Chacun des deux d6pend de la composition des phases
coexistentes autres que la serpentine, ainsi que de la composition de la deuxidme serpentine. La technique sert b analyser la
serpentinisation des roches du complexe stratiforme du Bushvel4 en Afrique du Sud.

(kaduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: r6action continue, vecteur d'6change, espace r6actionnel, chimiographie, serpentine, antigorite, lizardite, cbrysotile,
greenalite, talc, minnesotarte, brucite, complexe du Bushveld, Afrique du Sud.
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INTRoDUC'IoN

Reactions including serpentine minerals have been
investigated in Mg-bearing multisystems, a ternary
one containing MgO-SiOr-rO (Evans et al. 1976,
O'Hanley 1987), and the quaternary systems of
CaO-MgO-S|O2-H2O (Oterdoom 1978) and
AlrOr-MgO-SiO2-H2O (Caruso & Chemosky 1979,
O'Hanley et al. L989). Two systems including Fe have
been discussed by Frost (1985): a four-component sys-
tem, Fe-.Si-H-O, with the phases greenalite, grunerite,
minnesotaite, fayalite, magnetite, quartz and iron, and
one with the five components, Fe-Mg-Si-H-O.

Evans e/ al. (1976) studied the relationship among
the six phases antigorite, chrysotile, brucite, talc,
forsterite and H2O. O'Hanley (1987) extended this
assemblage by adding lizardite and enstatite. The
quaternary system of Oterdoom (1978) includes
the Ca-bearing phases hemolite and diopside. In the
multisystem containing AlrO, (Caruso & Chernosky
1979), the assemblage consists of antigorite, alumi-
nous lizardite, clinochlore, talc, brucite, olivine and
H2O. O'Hanley et al. (1989) included chrysotile as
well as the other phases in this system. The introduc-
tion of Fe2+ to a system containing magnesium has one
major effect; it stabilizes olivine and quartz in favor of
orthopyroxene @rost 1985). The derivation of phase
equilibria in the latter is only possible with a fixed
ratio of Mg to Fe.

The aim of the present study is to derive continuous
reactions for the serpentine multisystem
MgG-FeG-SiO2-H2O. Silicates are no longer of fixed
composition, but solid solutions of their Fe and Mg
end-members. The exchange vector FeMg_,
(Thompson 1982b, Burt 1988), applied to all the ferro-
magnesian minerals, will be converted to mole frac-
tions. Mole fractions in turn are the basis for reaction
space. A brief comparison with the approach of
Thompson (1982a, b) is given in the next section.

The study is a first application of a newly
developed lsshnique (Zingg 1991, 1992) to a system
containing only one exchange vector, FeMg_1. The
puq)ose of the study is primarily to derive the rules
governing reactions including Fe-Mg solid solutions.
Serpentine multisystems are chemically among the
simplest, and it seems reasonable to apply the vector
FeMg_, to the ternary systemMgO-SiO2-H2O.

The paper is subdivided into two parts. In the fust
pafr, nine reaction systems are derived: four include
one serpentine, and the other five include two serpen-
tine minerals. In the second part, the method is
extended and applied to an open system, including
aqueous species. An example ofthe latter approach is
given for serpentinization in the Bushveld 6qmflex.

TurTncmrqun

The application of exchange vectors to mineral

systems is due to Thompson (1982a, b, Thompson er
al. L982) and involves two steps. In a first step, min-
erals and their compositional variation are defined and
graphically displayed in composition space
(Thompson L982a). This is accomplished in terms
of additive components and exchange vectors. In a
second step, the actual reaction is written, including
the additive components and exchange vectors. Each
reaction is assigned a progress variable @igogine &
Defay 1954). Reaction space records the molar
amount of each phase transformed according to the
progless variable A(.. The physically accessible part
of reaction space is defined by a polytope in n-dimen-
sional space.

In the method used below, the duality between com-
position and reaction space no longer exists. This is
made possible by redefining solid solutions. The
exchange vectors of Thompson are converted to mole
fractions. Instead of writing a Fo +.r FeMg-, to des-
cribe solid solution between forsterite and fayalite, the
mineral formula a (Mg,Fe1-")2SiOa is introduced.
Stoichiometric coeffrcients are expressed and vary as a
function of mole fractions. If stoichiometric coefficients.
which are dependent on mole fractions, become zero

a=0=f(x,y,z),

the mineral disappears from the equation (not neces-
sarily from the mineral assemblage). This is the condi-
tion where a mineral changes from being produced to
being consumed and vice versa. The zero contour
(Fisher 1990) can be obtained as an analytical expres-
sion by sefting the stoichiometric coefficient equal to
zero and by solving in terms of one of the mole frac-
tions:

x = f(y,z).

If reaction space is defined by the coordinate
system of mole fractions (x,y,z), the zero contour for
each mineral can be displayed graphically. In systems
with one solid-solution mineral, reaction space is a
rine, and the zero contour is a point (Zingg 1991); with
two solid-solution minerals, reaction space is a square,
and zero contours are straight and curved lines; with
three solid-solution minerals, reaction space is a cube,
and zero contours are planes and surfaces, and with
four and more solid-solution minerals. the reaction
space is a hyperspace. Zero contours are the prime
element in the present approach. They subdivide reac-
tion space into different segments, in which a mineral
has either a positive or negative stoichiometry. Each
segment gives one possible configuration of minerals
in a reaction equation. Crossing a zero contour results
in a new configuration. The fact tlat reaction space is
defined by mole fractions, which vary between 0 and
1, makes the whole reaction-space physically acces-
sible. In Thompson's approach, the physically acces-
sible part of reaction space, the polytope, has to
be determined specifically from case to case. The
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TABLEl, NOMENCTATURE

Multisystem : System where P > C +1 (P = No. of phae, C: No. of cornponents)

Indlsp€nsable Phase: Phase which cannot be removd In a univariant reaction withofi
degenorating the multbystern

Substitutable Phase : Phase whbh mn be renrovd In a univariant reactlon without
dqeneratlrg the multislGtonr

Reactlon Line : Reaction space in a s),stem with one solkl'soltttion mineral

Reactlon Square : Reaction space in a s)rstern wlth two solH-soltttion minsals

Reactlon Gube : R€mtion spacs in a slrstsm with three solkl-solution minsrals

Feactlon Hyperspace : Rmction spacs in a s)rst€[n with more than Uree solld-solution
mlnsals

R€ctlon Subspace: Heactlon space deffned by less than the maximum number of mole
fietions containd in a slrsfiqn. Heaclion rryporspaco can only be dlsplayed
graphbally ln react'nn srhpce.

Zero-Polnt : Pcition whse the sto'lchlomefiry of a phase cfianges sign in one-
dimensional reaction space

Zero-Llne: Pmition where the stolchbmetry ot a phas6 charEes sUn in twMimensional
reac{on space

ZeroPlane: Pcit4on where the stoichiomeilry of a phaso charE6 slgn in thre+
dimensional reaction space

Zero Contour : Generalterm in n-dlmenslonal reac{ion space (n>O), whge the
stolch[dn€ilry of a phase charges sign ln a reactlon equatlon Cffn su$sted by
Fishs 1990)

R€actlon Segment : Line, area or volume portion in rerctlon space whbhls bounded by
zso crntours anC whbh is charaosiied by one speciFrc reaction corfigwdon

Reactlon Conflgurafion : ono way of arranging reactants ard prducts in an equation-
The cqnpclfionaj limits of areation conftluraion are derffned In space by a redlst
segment

Reacfion System : entity of stoichiomerically, infinitesimally difierent reactiofls containd
In a spedfrc racilon smcs.

Flrst-Order Dqenaacy : dlsappeararce of one phase at zero contour is
accompanieO byrlisappearance d on€ cdnpon€nt leadrgttp s)Btern univariant.

Second-Order Degeneracy : dlsappeararrce ol t!flo phas6 at coinckting zero
contoufs is arcompanied by <ilsamearance of two smponents l€ving the
systsn unlt/arlant

rfh Oroer Degeneracy : dlsapFarance of n phases at coirpldlng zero contours is
accompaniA OV Oisappilarance of n corirponents leaving the system univarhnt
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different ways minerals are arranged (as reactants and
products) in a reaction equation are called reaction
configurations (Iable 1).

The present technique is not concerned with stabili-
ty relations, as it is purely algebraic. The thermody-
namics of continuous reactions may be part of a
second stage. A main precondition for this second step
is tle knowledge of mixing parameters. In order to
comply with the nomenclature of Zen (L966), reac-
tions are labeled by listing the absent phase(s) in
parenthcses [e.9., (Ol)]. The zero contour of a phase is
labeled by braces [e.9., {Ol}]. Invariant points are
given by brackets (e.g., [O1]: Cheng & Greenwood
1990). Minerals are represented by the abbreviations
recommended by Kretz (1983). The terms used in the
study are defined in Table 1.

Tns SvsrEN4

The system investigated is one of the simplest pos-
sible, chemically, and contains the four components

Serp€ntlne

@

Mg,Fe
0.6

Bruclte

Frc. 1. Chemography of the system Si - Mg,f" - H, includ-
ing talc, orthoplroxene, serpentine, olivine, brucite and
Hzo.

TABLE 2. PH'|SES, FORMUTAS, ABBREVIATIONS AND MOLE FFACTIONS

Ab&rqratbn 1 Molgtrartorts

Serpentlne

Andsorlte

Uade

Ctrl,sde

Gr€€nallte

Orthopyroxeno

ErBtffio

F€noslmg

Ollvhe

Forstene

Faano

Bruclte

Brudt€

FenGbrucho

Fluld

,fif ='

,fir=o
,=rffi
xffi=r
,fi:o

"=,irY
xpr=r
xff!'-o

"=&,fil=.'
\s=o
,=rfif
ff=r
,ff;=o

srp
Atg

Lz

cu

Gro

opx

En

R

ol

FO

h

Brc

Brc

Fe.Brc

H/O

(MgxFot-rgSl2OS(OH)4 t\y,z=

Talc Tlc

Tab Tb

Mlnn€sohlt€ Mfl

MgSl2O5(OH)a

FegSl2O5(OH)4

(MsuFel -u)SSl4O1 6 (OH)2

MggslaOto (OH)e

FegSl4O1g (OH)2

MgvFel-vSlOg

MSSIOO

F€8loa

(MSwtu1-w)2SO4

Ms2Slo4

F62Sl04

(MftFel-d(OH)z

Ms(oH)2

Fe(OH)e

H29

1 Mh€ral abbrgrla[om afi6lCeE (lgel)
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MgO-FeO-SiOt+12O. Five phases are required to
form a univariant reaction [P(H2O) = PtoJ. The
chemography used is summarized in Figure 1 and
includes the phases listed in Table2.

Trivalent iron is not part of the system. This omis-
sion is made despite the fact that magnetite is a ubiq-
uitous phase in serpentinized rocks (e.9., Coleman &
Keith 1971, Dungan L979), and that antigorite,
lizardite and chrysotile may incorporate variable
amounts of Fe3+ (Whittaker & Wicks 1969, O'Hanley
& Dyar 1993). The addition of trivalent iron would
increase the system's complexity, and the reaction
space could only be displayed graphically with sim-
plifications. It is a prime purpose of this study to
derive the rules governing reactions including the
exchange vector FeMg_1. It is the intention to develop
a simple system as the basis for more complex ones,
including other components in a next step. In order to
apply real systems to the ones derived in this study,
the ratio of divalent to ffivalent iron has to be known,
and only the Fe2+ part in a mineral phase should be
considered.

The crystal chemistry of the serpentine minerals has
been explored in studies by Wicks & Plant (1979),
Wicks & Whittaker (L977) nd in the excellent sum-
mary by Wicks & O'Hanley (1988). The main two
elements in the crystal structure are an ideal rnagne-
sium-occupied sheet of octahedra and an ideal silicon-
occupied sheet of tetr"hedra. The lateral dimensions of
the two sheets are different, and the misfit is responsi-
ble for the different structures of antigorite, lizardite
and chrysotile. Serpentine minerals, in particular
lizardite, contain some Al. A13+ can be replaced by
Fe3+ on both octahedral and tetrahedral sites
(O'Hanley & Dyar 1993). Both Al3* and Feh relieve
the misfit between sheets, even if Mg is partly
replaced by Fe2+. The compositional limits where
lizardite transforms to the greenalile sfiucture are not
known (Guggenheim & Eggleton 1988), nor are the
details on the exchange vector (O'Hanley, pers.
comm.,L992).

In the present study, serpentine is assigned the for-
mula M3Si2Or(OlI)a (where M represents Mg or Fe, or
both). Antigorite was shown to deviate from the for-
mula (Meltni et al. L987), even in the absence of Fe3*
and A13+. The deviation is small (Mellini et al. 1987,
Fig. 2) and will be neglected. Two types of reactions
are distinguished, those including one serpentine min-
eral, presumably antigorite ("progmde"), and those
including two serpentine minerals, presumably
lizardite and chrysotile C'retrograde'). The only differ-
ence allowed between serpentine minerals is in the
ratio Mg/(Mg+Fe). Brucite is strictly defined as
Mg(OH)2. In Deer et al. (1974), the Fe end-member
Fe(OII)2 is referred to as 'Terro-brucite", which is the
term used below. The solid solution will also be called
brucite, except in cases where there could be confu-
sion between the two terms. In the latter case. the solid

solution will be referred to as brucite.r.
Stoichiometric coefftcients and reaction space were

derived for the following systems: 1) four, including
one polymorph of serpentine: (Tlc), @rc), (Opx), (Ol);
2) five, including two polymorphs of serpentine: (Tlc,
Brc), (Tlc, Opx), (Ilc, Ol), (Brc, Ol), (Brc, Opx).

The list does not include all possible combinations.
Reactions without serpentine (Srpl, Srp, or excluding
both olivine and orthopyroxene (Opx, Ol), have been
disregarded. This is because the study is concerned
with serpentinization reactions, and most occulrences
report on coexisting serpentine and either of olivine or
orthopyroxene.

To keep each reaction as general as possible, the
respective stoichiometric coefftcients are expressed in
terms of the mole fractions to u, v, w and xly (e.9.,
Table 2). The actual reaction in a rock system can be
evaluated by inserting compositions of real minerals,
provided the assumptions are met (i.e., closed system,
absence of Fe3+). An extension to open systems will
be given as an application in the second part of this
study.

In natural systems, mole fractions are not indepen-
dent variables; they are coupled via distribution coeffi-
cients (e.9., Trommsdorff & Evans 1972). Distribution
coefficients are a reflection of partition energies
between coexisting minerals. As the present technique
is purely algebraic, they will be disregarded.

REAcnoN Svsruras INcnnwo
ONs SmPm{TD{EMNSRAL

Four reaction systems including one serpentine
mineral are distinguished. These are (Tlc), (Brc),
(Opx) and (O1). The equations and stoichiometries are
summarized in Table 3.

TABLE 3

BEacUon Sy6tsm (flc)

gpz=aOpq/rbC[, +c BQ rd HZO

._ rl*- .t h_ u-x4 ^_ tu-3zry A_ ^tgr+a-a
'- 2w+t '

nsrcUon Systom (Brcl

9Fz - a@t r b (&r + cTbu r d H2O

-_ lar+&dsz h_ qu+z-zy) ^_ sz-v-?g i_ qk+alsFa
'- Ar+3Fsy '-- 2u.+3u-5v'-- 2(2w+e}5\r) ' -- 2w+9!-5v

F4ctlon ststsn (opr)

gpz-aqfl + bRct+ cThu $d HeO

-_ 6ft{-21 h_ 152-12rr-sl ̂- 3z-4w+t i_ gC+21
'-5+3u{w'-- 5+3u-8w '-- 2(5+AF&f) '--5+3u{w

Reacdoo System (Ol)

*pz-a Opcv+Ottu +c Bct+d H2O

. _ Et+cz) h_ 3z-aA ^_ 3tu+z-Ai ^_.311+2\-- 3u-4v+t '--2(3u-/tv+t)''- gts4Fl '-- aHy+t
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1

XffI
srp
Mg

a.

FIc. 2. Reaction subspaces for the system (nc). Fig. 2a displays five zero planes with brucite as Mg(OfDz; Fig. 2b displays
five zero planes with brucite as Fe(OH)2. The zero planes record the location in reaction space, given by the mole fractions
of Xfl|", Xffj and .lFofl, where any of the phases brucite, serpentine, orthoplroxene, olivine and H2O change their side in the
equation. Tf,e arrowl in b) record the shift of planes due to the change in brucite composition. Each cube can be derived
from the other by a centrosymmetric inversion. The different reaction-configurations are listed in Table 4.

Xffi x"# Ic

Reacrton system (Tlc)

This system includes, and stoichiometric coeffi-
cients depend on, four mole fractions. The reaction
space has four dimensions (i.e., hyperspace) and can-
not be displayed graphically without simplifications.
The derivation of reaction configurations is not
straightrorward in the absence ofreaction space. There
are two ways to proceed. Fhst, it is possible to hold
one of the four mole fractions fixed (e.S., 'f' = 0 or 1
for brucite) and to consffuct a three-dimensional reac-
tion subspace with the remaining three mole fractions
(Fig. 2). This approach allows one to plot all the zero
contours into the same cube, and configurations can be
derived. In the second approach, the configurations are
obtained via chemographic means.

The reaction subspace for end-member brucite,
Mg(OH)2, is shown in Figure 2a. The figure shows
five independent zero contours, all of which are
planes. The zero planes ofthe solid phases serpentine,
brucite, orthopyroxene and olivine depend only on the
mole fractions of coexisting minerals and not on their
own compositions. The zero plane of H2O in turn
depends on all four mole fractions. A1l the zero planes
intersect the Mg-corner (1,1,1) of reaction space. At
this corner, iron is absent, and the system contacts to
the ternary system MgO-SiO2-H2O. Which of the five
phases (Srp, Brc, Ol, Opx, H2O) has to be dropped is
arbifrary; a reaction including all five phases is not

possible. The origin (0,0,0) is only intersected by
{Brc}. At (0,0,0), the system contracts to the ternary
system FeO-SiO2-H2O, and brucite, which was
defined before as Mg(OH)z and is the only phase con-
taining Mg, is incompatible. It has to disappear. In
contrast to the (1,1,1) corner, where no reaction was
possible, ttre simultaneous disappearance of a compo-
nent [Mg] and a phase [Brc] at (0,0,0) leaves the sys-
lem univariant. The reaction is

Gre=Fs tFa+2HrO.

Two zero planes intersect along a line. The disap-
peaftrnce of two phases along the line of intersection
leaves the system overdetermined. As a result, no
reaction is possible, and the remaining zero planes
have to intersect the line as well. The line of intersec-
tion is the rotation axis along which each of the five
zero planes can be derived from any other zero plane
by rotation.

The zero planes subdivide the reaction cubes into
different segments. A single plane cuts the cube into
two segments. The fact that all five planes intersect
along a rotation axis, and that each zero plane is
crossed trvice in a rotation of 360'. allow for ten dif-
ferent reaction-segments. They are numbered I to 10
in Figure 2 and are listed in Table 4. The fact that each
zero plane in a 360o rotation is crossed twice and in a
given sequence lreactions 1 -+ 5: sequence of zero
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Roacllon Sydem Ctlc)

1)=€) srp +cBrc =aopx+bot +dH€
2)=4 Srp -aopx+bol  +cBrc+dH2O
3)=8)Srp+bol  =aoix +cBrc+dH-zO
4)=g)srp+bol  +dH€ =a@ +cBrc
5)=10) bol  +dHf =Srp+aopx +cBrc

Reac$on E/$em (Brc)

TABLE 4 . REACT1ON CONROURATIONS IN THE REACNON
sYsrEMs crl-c), (BRc), (oPn AND (OL)

planes: {Brc} -+ {OU -+ {H2O} -+ {Srp} + {Opx},
and reactions 6 + 10: sequence ofzero planes: {Brc}
-t {OU -r {H2O} -+ {Srp}l explains the repetition of
reaction configurations. The two groups of coinciding
reactions are 1 to 5 and 6 to 10. Owing to reasons of
symmetry across the rotation axis, reaction I coincides
with 6, reaction 2 with 7, and so forth. Thus each reac-
tion has its complementary counterparl and only five
different configurations are distinguished (Table 4).

If the Mg end-member in brucite is replaced by its
Fe end-member, Figure 2b is obtained. Zero contours
are still planes and obey the same rules as before. A
zero plane of a specific mineral does not depend on its
own composition. Compared to Figure 2a, all planes
except {Fe-Brc} have moved. All zero contours now
intersect tle corner (0,0,0), but only {Fe-Brc} inter-
sects (1,1,1) also. At this corner, 'ferro-brucite" is the
only phase containing Fe and is incompatible with the
lsmnining phases. Its disappearance at (1,1,1) leaves
the system univariant, and the reaction is

SrP=En+Fo+HtO.

1)4) Srp
2)=7) srp +c'Ilc
3).8)srp+aopx
4!=s) srp +cTlc*bol
O=10)Srp+aOpx +dHp

= cTlc+ 6Opx+bOl+dH2O
=  aop (+bo l+dHp
=  cT I c  +bO l+dH2O
= aopx +dHS
= cTle +bol

Boaction sFom (ol)

1)=5) srp
2)=6) srp
q*A grp
4H)

Reac'flon System (Opx)

E  a O t + b B r c  + c T l c + d H z o
+bBrc  =  aOl  +c 'nc+dH2o
+ b B r c + o T l o  -  a O  + d H €
+bBrc  +dH2O =Srp+ao l  +dH2O

1).€) 9rp
2)4) srp
3F7) srp
4)=8)

= bBtc+
+b Brc
+bBrc+cT lc
+bBrc  +dH2O =Srp+

aOpx+c 'nc+dH2O
aOpx+cT lc+dH2O
aOpI  +dH2O
aopx +dHzO

Xil
0 Xffi Xffi

0o x?tr

xiff ,ctr

FIc. 3. Reaction subspaces for the system (Tlc). The zero plane of each mineral depends on the three mole fractions of coexist-
ing minerals but not on their own composition. All the planes intersect (0,0,0) and (1,1,1) oftheir cubes.

dx*,
1

ol
Mg4tr 0 

xo#1
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This is the Mg-equivaleil of the reaction at the Fe-
corner in Figure 2a. Agun, all the zero planes intersect
in a common line, which is the rotation aris for the
different zero planes. Again, ten different reaction-
segments and five different configurations are distin-
guished Qable 4). Also shown by arrows in Figure 2b
are the shifts of the zero planes due the change of
brucite to its Fe-analog. All the zero planes, except
{Brc}, underwent a parallel shift. If brucite is
Mg(OH)2, they all intersect (1,1,1); if brucite is
Fe(OII)2, they all intersect (0,0,0). Simultaneously, the
rotation axis moves from the top part of the cube
where it intersects X$p; = O, F'i" = 0.5, F#n = 0.33
@ig. 2a) to the boftom-part, wherE it intenecis Xff;=
l, Xf;/" = 0.5, )prtn = 0.66 (Fig. 2b). The fact that {Bic}
is the-only statidnary element in the fwo cubes, and

sl

A
Orthopyroxene \'%,,"
Mg,Fe Brucite H

si

A
Orthopyroxene \"M',"
Mg,Fe Brucha H

TI{E CANADIAN MINERALOGIST

tvlg,Fe

ftc. 4. The five valid configurations in the syslem (Ilc), derived by chemographic means.
They correspond to those configurations obtained from Fig. 2, and are listed in
Table 4.

si
.4.

^a'
Orthopyroxene \"'"M""
Mg,Fe Brucite H

si

si

A]k..
Mg,Fe Brucite H

that the rotation axis is always part of the zero plane of
brucite, requires that the rotation axis moves along
{Brc}.

Figure 2a can be transformed to Figure 2b by an
inversion through the cube's center, XffJ= 0.5, XoNl" -

0.5, xtg = 0.5. Also, the zero plane of brucite int6r-
sects this inversion point and itself is symmetrical. It is
evident from Figures 2a and 2b that the inversion
point is also responsible for the iwersion symmetry of
reaction configarations in the cube.

The fact that zero planes depend on three mole frac-
tions (and not on all four) allows their display in reac-
tion subspaces (Fig. 3).fuchzero plane is shown in an
individual subspaceo which together form reaction
hyperspace. The graphical display of reaction sub-
space does not allow the determination of reaction
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configurations. This problem can be solved by chemo-
graphic means. The chemography in Figure 1 allows
for five different reaction-configurations (Fig.  ).
These five configurations correspond to those listed in
Table 4. Reaction configuration 1) is only possible ifa
major amount of serpentine reacts together with a
minor amount of brusite to form olivineo orthopyrox-
ene and H2Ol the more bruci0e, the less orthopyrox-
ene. If brucite is absent (c = 0), equal molar amounts
of orthopyroxene and olivine react to serpentine or
vice versa. The reaction is

(Mg"Fe)3Si2Or(OtI)a =
(Mg"Fe)rSiOn + (Me,Fe)SiO, + 2 HrO

In reaction 2), serpentine is on the opposite side of
all other phases present in the system. H2O will
always be on the same side as brucite, orthopyroxene
and olivine because se4lentine is outside the triangle
olivine, orthopyroxene and brucite. In reaction 3), a
large amount of serpentine and a small amount of
olivine are on the opposite side of orthopyroxene,

brucite and H2O in the equation. H2O may disappear if
serpentine and olivine occur in a ratio that lies on the
connecting line of orthopyroxene and brucite. The
reaction then is

(Mg,Fe)3Si2O5(OII)4 + (Mg,Fe)2SrO, =
3 (Mg,Fe)SiO3 + 2 (Mg,FeXOlDz

In reaction 4), serpentine and olivine arejoined by
H2O and balance for orthopyroxene and brucite. In
equation 5), approximately equal molar amounts of
olivine and HrO react to orthopyroxene, brucite and
sgrpgntine.

Reacrton system (Brc)

This reaction contains the four mole fractions .ffi!,
Xffi x!i" and IF,pn. The stoichiometric coefficient df
HrO, whith is the only pure phase, depends on all four
parameters, and its zero contour cannot be displayed
graphically without simplifications. It is evident from

Xff

4ff xffi
Flc. 5. Reaction subspaces for the system @rc). The zero plane ofeach mineral depends on the three mole fractions ofcoexist-

ing minerals but not on their own composition. A1l the planes intersect (0,0,0) and (1,1,1) oftheir cubes.
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its stoichiometric coefficient (Table 3) that its zero
contour has to intersect (0,0,0,0) as well as (1,1,1,1) of
reaction hyperspace. The zero planes of the four solid-
solution phases depend on three mole fractions only
and not on the composition of these phases. The zero
planes are displayed in the reaction subspaces of
Figure 5. Each reaction cube is defined by a different
set ofmole fractions, and each ofthe four zero planes
intersects the two corners (0,0,0) and (1,1,1) of the
respective subspace (Frg. 5).

A zero plane that intersects the corner (0,0,0) of
a reaction subspace and does not depend on any
other mole fraction will also intersect the point
(0,0,0,0) of hyperspace. The same applies to the
two cortrers (1,1,1) and (1,1,1,1). This can be veri-
f ied by inserting (0,0,0,0) and (1,1,1,1) into the
different stoichiometric coefficients. As a result.

not  only  does {H2O} in tersect  the corners
(0,0,0,0) and (1,1,1,1) of hyperspace, but so do
{Srp} ,  {Opx} ,  {Ol}  and {Tlc} .  The two points
(0,0,0,0)  and (1,1,1,1)  are connected by a l ine,
which is the rotation axis around which all the
zero contours rotate. It is the line where all stoi-
chiometric coefficients become zero" and the reac-
tion disappears.

Each ofthe zero contours cuts the hyperspace Xft"",
XffJ, x!l", .1F,6" into two reaction segments. Five non-
coiicidin-g zerd contours give rise to ten different reac-
tion-segments and five different configurations. The
evaluation of reaction configurations is possible by the
use of chemographic rules. The different configura-
tions are displayed in Figure 6 and listed in Table 4.
Serpentine is the only phase that can react to the other
four. It may coexist with either talc or orttropyroxene

Mg,Fe

Ha. 6. The flve valid reaction configurations in the system @rc) and derived by chemo-
graphic means. The different configulations are listed in Table 4.
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a,

to react to the other three phases.

Reaction system (Opx)

Reaction subspaces are derived for either the Mg
end-member (Fig. 7a t = 1) or Fe end-member (Fig.
7b, t = 0) of brucite, respectively. Again the two reac-
tion cubes are symmetrical and have a center of inver-
sion at Xff;= 0.5, X?,1" = 0.5, 1srn = 0.5. This is also
reflected in the svmm-etrv of reaclon confisurations.
Four different zero ptanes (the planes of oiivine and
H2O coincide) allow for eight different reaction-seg-
ments. Olivine and HrO are always on the same side
of the equation.

If brucite is pure Mg(OH)2, all the zero planes
intersect the corner ( 1, I , I ), as well as the point X#? -
0, x?l* = 0.625 and )Fffi = 0.5 of the reaction iu-"be
(Fig. 7a). The line conn-ecting the two points is the
rotation axis for the different zero planes and is the
location where the reaction disappears. The corner
(1,1,1) is intersected by all zero planes, whereas
(0,0,0) is intersected by {Brc} only. The incompatibil-
ity of brucite with the Fe-corner (0,0,0) leaves the sys-
lem univarianl and the equation is

1 Gre = l.2Fa+ 0.1 Min + 1.8 H2O.

With 'ferro-brucite", all the zero contours intersect
(0,0,0), and {Brc} also intersects (1,1,1). At (1,1,1) the
reaction is

1 Ant = 1.2 Fo + 0.1 Tlc + 1.8 H2O,

which is the Mg-analog of the reaction at (0,0,0).
{Brc} in both figures coincides, and the rotation axis
moves along this zero plane. It is also possible to

derive the different reaction-configurations by chemo-
graphic means.

Reaction system (Ol)

This reaction system has similar features to the
(Opx) reaction system. Two zero planes, (Opx) and
(H2O), coincide, and eight reaction segments or four
different reaction-configurations are distinguished
(Frg. 8, Table 4). Again, zero contours are planes and
intersect along a rotation axis. This is true for both
figures, if brucite is Mg(OH)z (Fig. 8a) or Fe(OH)2
(Fig. 8b). The position of the rotation axis can be eval-
uated from the intersection of any two zero planes. If
t = 0, the relationship between the different mole frac-
tions is u = 2z (Opx), and u = 1.333v (Srp) using the
zero planes of orthopyroxene and serpentine. If t = 1,
the relationship is, for the same two planes, u = 27-l
(Opx) and u = 1.333v-L (Srp). The reaction at the Fe-
corner, with brucite as incompatible phase, is

I Gre + 0.5 Min = 6 Fs + 3 HzO.

With'Terro-brucite" (t = 0), the reaction at (1,1,1) is

6 En + 3 H2O = I Ant + 0.5 Tlc.

REAciloN Svsruras lrwot,vn tc
Two Snnpnqrmn MNeRAr,s

Few data are available on the compositional rela-
tionship between coexisting serpentine minerals
(Wicks & Plant 1979, Dungan 1979). The only cases
of polymorph transformatiqns known are from
lizardite to chrysotile or from lizardile lT to lizardit€

Xzu *f;i Ic

Frc. 7. Reaction subspaces for the system (Opx). Fig. 7a displays four zero planes with brucite as Mg(OfD2; Fig. 7b shows four
zero planes with brucite as Fe(OII)2. The zero planes of Ol and H2O coincide. Each cube can be derived from the other by
a centrosymmetric inversion. The four valid reaction-configurations are listed in Table 4.

/ /
RA
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XilI;

2Hr (O'Hanley, written comm. 1992). In order to keep
the discussion as general as possible, the fwo serpen-
tine minerals will be distinguished as Srpr @.9- Ctl)

TABLE 5 . REACTION SYSTEMS INCLUDING TWO SEFPENTINE
MINERALS

R€acton Syetsm (flc,Erc)

Srpt +aSrpy - b Opsv +cOh+ d l.lz9

' = m, o - P,.*u", "= #*, d = 3ff*
Reac0on Syotem Olc,Opr)

SFr+a Stpy = b Ols+c &ct+d HzO

"=ffi , b=.y-.*,-qkL, "=#, d =3ffi

ioactlon Systom 0lc,Ol)

Srpr+aSrpy = b Of$v +c &ct+d H2O

- 3x-2Ft . o(x-y) 3(FlL r_ 3(Fy)a"r+@, o- t+f f i ,  c=F26, o=1a!@

R6actlon Syslom (Brc,Opr)

Srpx+ a Srp/ e b Olr? cTbu +d H2O

-_4wtsu-sx ^_ 6(y-x) ^_ (y-x) ,_ 9(y-x)- - 5y-4w-u ' " - 5r4w-u ' "- 2(5y-4tv-u) ' " ' 5f4w-u

Rsactlon Systom (Brc,Ol)

Srp:*aSrpv B b Op(y+ eTlqr +d H2O

_ zFx-u - o(y-r) x-y ,_ 4(y-8a' u+Fzt' D' G+6' c" 2-O*ycv)' o - u*F6

Xff8' Xff8'
Xf,f

with composition r, and Srpz(r.9., Lz) with composi-
tion y. Five different ooretrogtade" rgactions are dis-
cussed. The equations and the corresponding stoichio-
meric coefncients are listed in Table 5. the different
configurations in Table 6.

IccL

FIc. 8. Reaction subspaces for the system (Ol). Fig. 8a displays four zero planes with brucite as Mg(OH)z; Fig. 8b shows four
zero planss with brucite as Fe(OFI)2. The zero planes of orthopyroxene and.H2O coincide. Each cube can be derived from
the other by a cenhosymmetric inversion. The four valid reaction-configurations are listed in Table 4.

TABLE 6 , REAC]ION @NNOUFATIONS IN SYSTEMS INCLUDING TWO

SERPENNNE MINEFALS

1.)=4.)
2.)=6.)
3.)$.)

Roactlon Systom Cfb,OPr)

grpl r SnA +Brc c OlrHzO

Srpr iBtc = 8rp2r O|+H2O
Stfi +OlrH2O E StPz+Bc

Rsactlon Systom Cflc,Ol)

1.).4.) Stpl { Srpz = OgrBrc+H2O

2,)-6.) Srpr =8rP2r@r&c+H2P

3.)4.) SrPt +OP(+Btc+H2O-SrPa

Feocdon sydtem (Btc,opt

Srpt + Srpz = Tlc iO+H2O

Srpr c SrEiTlctOl+H2O
Srpl eTlc+OliH2g = 3r!2

Roacdon System (Brc,Ol)

Srpt I Srp2 +Tlc - rOP(+l'l2O

Srpl {Ttc =StPa +OPX+H2O

Srp1 rOP(rHzO=SrPz rrlc

tu8Cdon syslem (tlc,Btc)

1.)=4.) s'pl = srpz +@ +o aHp
2.)=5.) srpl +Ol - SrFz +OP( +H2O
3.)4.) srB top( E StP2 +ol +H2O

1.)=4.)

a)=5.)
3.).6.)

r.)=4.)
2.F5.)
3.).€.)

rxilu
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1

Xil
0 XilI

Frc. 9. Reaction cube for the system (Ilc,Brc). For all miner-
als except serpentine, the zero contour is a line at r =1l,
where the two serpentine minerals coincide in composi-
tion. The zero contour of both serpentine minerals are
planes in a cube, with the mole fractions of olivine,
orthopyroxene and the other serpentine as coordinate
a)(es.

Reaction system (Tlc, B rc )

As will become evident below, reaction systems
with two serpentine minerals have two types of zero
contours. The one concerns the serpentineso the other
concerns the remaining phases. The zero contour of
the one serpentine mineral depends on the composi-
tion of the other serpentine mineral as well as that of
the remaining solid-solutions. The zero planes of Srpl
and Srp2 coincide if the respective compositions are
exchanged (Fig. 9). Zero contours other than for ser-
pentine are lines in the reaction square )Fnpl- )Ftp"2and
form the diagonal where the composition of the two
serpentine minerals coincide (r = y). This line is
equivalent to a polymorph transformation. On this line
orthopyroxene, olivine and HrO disappear, and the
resulting equation is

SrPr = SrPz.

At x =lo the system degenerates to one component,
and two phases establish a univariant reaction. The
fact that the two serpentine minerals have the same
composition justifies the use of the term polymorph
(Table 1). All the different zero contours intersect the
points (0,0,0,0) and (1,1,1,1) of reaction hyperspace.
Three independent zero contours allow for three dif-
ferent reaction-configurations, which are listed in
Table 6. The fact that the zero contours of brucite,
olivine and HrO coincide has implications on possible
reaction-configurations. The tlu'ee minerals are always
found on the same side of the equation. Only one pos-

sible configuration has to be found, and the othbrs are
evident.

Reaction systems (Tlc,Ol) anl (Tlc,Opx)

The two systerns show a number of similarities and
are discussed together. Both contain four mole frac-
tions, and reaction space is derived for either brucite
or "ferro-brucite". Similar to the previous example,
the zero contours of the two serpentine minerals
depend on three mole fractions (Fig. 10), whereas the
zero planes ofthe remaining phases are located where
the two serpentine minerals coincide in composition.
Three non-coinciding zero planes allow for three dif-
ferent configurations (Table 6). Brucite will always
oppose olivine and H2O in (Tlc,Opx) (Tables 5, 6).
Olivine and H2O may either join Srpl and are on the
opposite side of Srp2 and brucite, join Srp2 and bal-
ance Srpl and brucite, or balance Srp1, Srp2 and
brucite. In (Tlc,Ol) orthopyroxene, brucite and H2O
are always on the same side of the equation (Iables 5,
6), and they may either coexist with Srpr or Srp2 or
balance them. This example shows that the number of
possible reaction-configurations is quite limited, and
that some configurations, like orthopyroxene and
brucite on opposite sides in the equation, are chemi-
cally not possible. In both reaction systerns, the three
independent zero planes intersect in a common line,
around which the zero planes rotate and the reaction
disappears. The rotation axis is part of the "plane of
polymorphic tansformation". If brucite is Mg(OtI)z (t
= l), tle different zero planes intersect the Mg-corner
(1,1,1), where no reaction is possible but only the
plane of polymorphic transformation also intersects
(0,0,0). The rotation axis cuts tbrough (1,1,1), but not
through (0,0,0). The reaction at the Fe-comer (0"0,0) is

Grel = 6P,

where the two gteenalite minerals have different sffuc-
tures. Whether such a polymorphic transition, similar
to that in the serpentine system, is possible is not
known and hypothetical.

With'feno-bruciteo' 1t = 0), all zero planes intersect
the Fe-corner (0,0,0) where no reaction is possible.
But only the plane of polymorph transforrnation also
intersects (1,1,1). The rotation axis now intersects
(0,0,0) but not (1,1,1). The reaction at the Mg-corner
is

SrPr = SrPz'

The two systerrs in Figures 10a and 10b are related
by centers of inversion. The system with "ferro-
brucite" can be obtained from the one with brucite
through a centrosymme6'ic inversion.

The comers (0,0,0) and (1,1,1) only host a reaction
if brucite is assigned a fixed end-member composition.
If this restriction is not imposed, no reaction is possi-
ble at the two comers.

0oxml
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{srpr }

{srpz}

0
1011Stq1

e, "[& b
FIc. 10. Reaction subspaces for the systems (Tlc,Ol) and @c,Opx). Fig. 10a displays three zero planes for (Ilc,Opx) witl

brucite as either Mg(OII)2 (t = 1) or as Fe(OII)2 (t = 0). Fig. 10b shows the equivalent for CIlc,Ol). The zero planes of all
minerals except the serpentines coincide at r = /. Three zero planes allow for three different reaction-configurations (Table
6). The dashed lines in each oftle two figures represent the rotation axes for eitler t = 0 or 1, where all the zero planes
intersect and no reaction is oossible.

4s

Reaction systems (Brc,Opx) and (Brc,Ol)

The two systems show a number of similarities.
Both contain four mole fractions giving rise to reac-
tion hyperspace. The two serpentine minerals describe
two different zero planes, whereas the remaining solid
phases change their signs at the line of polymorphic
transformation (: = y). All zero contours intersect both
comers, (0,0,0,0) and (1,1,1,1), ofreaction hyperspace
u-vtw-x-y (Xffi - xffi/x$ln - Xt#"'- xf;p"2;. noth
corners are overdetermined and unab-le to piovide a
specific reaction-equation. Three non-coinciding zero
contours allow for three different reaction-confisura-
tions. These are listed in Table 6.

APpLIcAnoN ro an Oppn Sysrnu

Closed systems are limiting cases of open ones
where the exchange ofions with external sources and
sinks is zero. Techniques of continuous reactions are
not restricted to closed systems (Ihompson l982Ub).
The following case, concemed with serpenfinization in
layered rocks of the Bushveld complex, includes the
transfer of species t}rough an aqueous phase.

Textures and mineral compositions

The rocks described below are part of the Upper
Critical Zone of the Bushveld Complex (see SACS
1980, for nomenclature and lithology); serpentiniza-

tion is typically observed adjacent to pegmatites, con-
cordant to the layering. A detailed description of both
the layered rocks and the pegmatites is given by Van
Zyr(1970).

The wallrocks of concordant pegmatites show a
variable intensity of alteration. Fresh rock consists of
six- to eight-sided euhedral prisms of orthopyroxene,
poikilitically enclosed in plagioclase. Alteration is vis-
ible both macroscopically as well as microscopically.
ln a hand specimen, plagioclase changes its color from
gray transparent to white translucent. In the micro-
scope, tle feldspar is seen to have altered to sericite
(YanZyL 1970), and serpentine and olivine appear.
Olivine grains are either six- to eight-sided or have a
round shape, and may be accompanied by parallel
plates ofbiotite (Fig. I 1b).

Parallel plates of biotite in the Upper CitrcalTane
typically occur adjacent to conoded grains of orthopy-
roxene and are a conmon texture in layered norite
@g. 11a; 7ingg, in prep.). Adjacent to orthopyroxene,
(001) of mica parallels (100) of orthopyroxene. On the
basis of petographic observations, different strges in
the formation of the parallel plates are observed in the
norite. In a first stage, hornblende lamellae form crys-
tallographically oriented replacement-induced feafures
(McCallum, pers. comm.) atong (100) of the original
orthopyroxene. In a second stage, the pyroxene rims
are overgrown by plagioclase, and the hornblende
lamellae transform to biotite while enclosed in ttre
newly formed feldspar. This second stage is tle one
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Frc. 11. a- Parallel plates ofbiotite adjacent to orthopyroxene in layered norite. The (001) plane oftle plates parallels (100) of
the orttropymxene. The orthopyroxene is corroded and overgrown by plagioclase. The biotite plates transfojmed from

homblende lamellae while the orthopyroxene was replaced by plagioclase (plane-polarized light scale bar = 0.1 mm). b.
Parallel plates of biotite adjacent to olivine coexisting with serpentine. The orientation of olivine is at random to the orien-

tation of the mica plates (crossed nicols, sc?le bar = 0. I mm).

normally observed (Fig. lla).
In the pyroxenite, adjacent to the concordant bodies

of pegmatite, only one stage is observed. These are the
parallel plates of biotite adjacent to olivine-serpentine
textures. These biotite plates attest to the original pres-
ence of tle orthopyroxene. Adjacent to olivine, the
plates are still in parallel orientation (not parallel to
the layering) and do not conelate with any optical ori-
entation of the olivine. The observations axe interpret-
ed to indicate that homblende, originally enclosed in
orthopyroxene, transformed to biotite, whereas pyrox-
ene was replaced by olivine. If grains of olivine have a
six- to eight-sided shape, the olivine is a pseudomorph
after orthopyroxene (type I). If grains of olivine are
round, they seem to overgrow the original ortho-
pyroxene, and the replacement is probably coupled
with an increase in volume. In some cases, a fresh new
rim of orthopyroxene (type ID may be seen to accu-
mulate around the olivine.

Mineral compositions from samples adjacent to the
concordant bodies of pegmatite are as follows:

TABLE 7. SERPEIMNZATION IN BUSFTVELD TAYERED R@KS

Thg Reactlon

vlgrFel-)sslzo5(OH)4 = a MS'Fe1.v.SOs + b (MgwFer-w)$iOa + c Sla+

+dMg2++oF92+

Stolchlometrlc Coefflclgnls

- _ 3(w-z)+d(1-w)-ew h _3(z-v)d(v-l)+6,
rv-v z(w-v)

3t-zw-vrd(2w-v- I )+e(eviy)c= _____Z(w9 -

Reactlon Conllguratlons

= aOPx +bo l  +cs l4 t
+  S l4+ =  eopx  +bO
+ Si4* = EOpr
+ Sl4+ =Srp+aopx
+ 814+ = Srp

-grP +C S l4+
aOpx=SrP +bo l  +c  S l4+
aOpx= bo l  +c  S i4+

1) srp
2) Srp
3.) SrP + bol
4)  bol
5)  bol
6)  bol
7.)
8.) Srp +
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- 7

Ol+$ 4+ +H2O =

4+l x fli
1

= gp*el+gl 4+

present in minor (< 2 voL%o) to trace amounts and will
be disregarded. The system investigaied consists ofthe
four components, MgO-FeO-SiO2-H2O, and allows
the detennination of four stoichiometric coefficients
(including H2O). If the equation is normalized to one
mole of serpentine and H2O, three components
(excluding H2O) allow the determination of the stoi-
chiometries of orthopyroxene, olivine and of one
cation. The reaction, on which model 1 is based. is as
follows:

Srp. t i H+ = a Opxu + b Ol-+c Sie +
dMg'*+eFez++jH2O.

The full equation and tle stoichiometric coeffi-
cients are listed in Table 7, and the reaction cube is
shown in Figure 12a. Four zero planes, eight reaction-
segments (Table 7) and four different configurations
are distinguished. Mineral compositions are plotted in
Figure 12b and suggest the following two equations.

X f,li 0.6 X fili0.80o xffg, 1 0.6 Xff!' 'l

Ftc. -f-2-. a. Reactio:r space for the reaction Srp. = Op6 + Ol, + Si4 + HrO (Table 7). Four noncoinciding zero planes and four
different reaction-configurations are gistinluished. b. Minerat conpositions plotted into the cube sug[est mL coupled reac-
tions: 1) Opx + HrO = Srp + Ol + Sie (segment7), eo.d2) Ol + HrO + Sia = Srp + Opx (segment gj.

Mg(Mg+Fe)r,p = 0.90 (+ 0.01), Mg/(Mg+Fe)o, =
0.79 (+ 0.05) ,  Mg/(Mg+Fe)oo* ,  -  0 . t i5 ,
Mg(Mg+Fe)oox tr = 0.75 ( + 0.05).

The texture3 can be interpreted in two ways; eitler
orthopyroxene (+ hornblende) transformed to olivine
(+ biotite) and serpentine in one stage, or orthopyrox-
ene fust transformed to olivine and, in a second stage,
olivine to serpentine. In the following, both cases will
be considered. The two-pyroxene geothermometer
(Lindsley 1983) suggests a temperature of re-equili-
bration ofaround 550'(t 50') C.

Reaction relationship

Model l: Opx --> Ol + Srp and Ol -> Srp + Opx

Only the major mineral phases are taken into
account. These are se{pentine, orthopyroxene and
olivine. Magnetite, biotite, hornblende and talc are

- o c m l
-30cm I

-20cm

Xfli Xffi

0

/  !m'"is'-*"I'l)

0 xff8' 1 Xf,liXfili 0xffi. 1
Ftc. 13. a- Planes of consrent volume of reaction recorded in the reacrion cube Xf;i*, xff; *a )Crf. b. Mineral compositions

form the Critical Zone plot close to the plane of isovolumetric tansfomration. 
"'"

.io #/ 5oi# /
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d = 0 . 3

a Influence of Mg 2+ b Influene of Fe2+

-0.3
0
. 1

o. i="

0.3
0

-0 .15
.0.3

rim plots in segment 8 (Fig. 12b)

b Ol + c Si+ + H2O + Srp + a Opx.

In both reactions, the driving force was an increase
in p(HrO). In the fust equation, Sie is remove{ and
orfhopyroxene transforms to otvine. Simultaneously,

I

*ffl
0

0.3

- 1

srp
Mgox0 xff8. 1

o . roPx 1
^ M g

0 xff8' 1o ., oPx
^ M g

0 x$3. 1

Xfii
0

{ =

1

"ffi
0

1 0

The reaction including the corroded orthopyroxene
relic plots in reaction-segment 7 @g. 12b)

d Op\ + HrO --> Srp. + E Of + c Sia.

The composition of the fresh orthopyroxene in the

Frc. 14. a. lnfluence of Mg2+ on the zero planes of olivine, orthopyroxene and Si#. The

Mg-comer is virtually unaffected by transfer of Mg2+. b. Influence of Fez* on the zero
planes of olivine, orthopyroxene and si4. The largest influence of Fe2+ is experi-

enced at the Mg-comer of fhe reaction cube.
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0.85
1.0

Stage 2

b)

O l  + F e = -@-S rP+Mg+S i -Z

tFe)/sr;* t?l*='u * si2

O l + M g =
S r p + F e + S i

1.0

0.79

Stage 1

a)

-Opx+Mg=
Ol+ Fe + Si

--*@

9px*Mg+Fe
, - . /  

' =o l iS i  - -  
t

tFet .. I
- / l

. a - l
- /  Opx+Fe=

{nagT Ol+ Yg a 91
I

0.0

bFez+ + iDH2O =
0.71 (MgrFel_r)rSiOo + c Si+ + i H+.

The stoichiometric coefficient of olivine is provided
by the volume restriction (for solid phases only), and
theremaining coefficients aret e= 1.42y-x,b =0,42
+ x - L.42 y, c = 0.29, i = 2 (a+b) - 4c.

The zero contours for a and D are composition-
dependent and are shown, together with compositional
data, in Figure 15 (Stage 1). Mineral compositions
suggest the equation

(Mge.65Fe6.1jSiO, + A.27 Mg2+ *
0.15 Fe2+ + 0.32 H+ =
0.71 (Mg6.rnFeo.2r)2sio4 + 0.29 Sie +
0.16 H2O.

Mg2* an6 psz* are supplied, and Si4 is removed.
In the second stage, olivine is transforrned to ser-

pentine without altering the pseudomorphic texture.

(Mg,Fer-r)zSiOa + a Sie + (il2 - 0.8) H2O =
0.40(Mgfe,_.)3Si2O5(OH, + bFe2+ +
cMsz++ iH+ .

Th" 
"ofuri"ot 

of serpentine was again obtained
from the volume restrictiotr. As long as the two
minerals have roughly similm Mg(Mg+Fe) ratios, the

XilE
0.m

1.0

Xil

0.0
0.0 xff.

an increase in p(HrO) causes serpentine to fonn. At a
later stage, the fluid phase became enriched in silica
causing olivine to react back to orthopyroxene.
Serpentine was.still being produced. The volume of
reaction of solids AV" was calculated on the basis of
molar data by Helgeson et al. (L978). Planes of con-
stant AVs are shown in Figure 13a. Mineral composi-
tions plot near the plane of isovolumetric replacement
(Fig. 13b). The influence of Mg2+ and Fe2+ on the zero
planes of olivine, orthopyroxene and Sie is shown in
Figure 14. The transfer of Mg2+ has little effect on the
zero planes in the Mg-rich corners of reaction space.
Only substantial supply of Fe2+ could alter the conclu-
sions reached. In such a case, however, the silicates
should be Fe-enriched, a feature not observed.

Model 2: Opx -+ Ol -+ Srp

This model takes advantage of the fact that the
transformation takes place within the original grain-
boundary of orthopyroxene. The olivine-serpentine
texture does occupy the six- to eight-sided shape that
define the original grains of orthopyroxene. In a first
stage, orthopyroxene transfonns to olivine,

(MgJer_JSiOr+ aMgz+ +

Frc. 15. a. Reaction square for the reaction Opx + Mg2* + Fd+ = Ol + Sia. The zero lines of Fe2* and Mgl subdivide the
square into tlree different reaction-segments. The dot records the composition of olivine and orthopyroxene. The model is
based olra pseudomorphic replacemenl b. Reaction square for the reaction ol + Fe2+ + Mg2* = Srp i sl+. Again, the zero
lines of Fe2* and Mg2* subdivide the square into three different reaction-segments. ThJdot recbrds the cJnposition of
olivine + serpentine. This model also is based on a pseudomorphic replacement
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error introduced by neglecting the compositional
dependency on the volume is minor. The zero
sontours for Fe2+ and Mg2+ are shown in Figure 15
(Stage 2), and mineral somFositions suggest the reac-
tion

(Mgo.zfeo.zr)zSiOa t 2.4 H+ =
0.40 (Mgfe1-.)3si2os(oH4) + 0.2 Si+ +
0.3 Fel+ + 0.5 Mgz+ + 0.4 HrO.

The transformation of olivine to serpentine is
accompanied by the release of all cations involved.
Also, this model can explain the appearance of a
fresh rim of orthopyroxene around pseudomorphic
texture$. Both models are able to explain the textures
observed.

Sumuenv aul CoNcLUsIoNs

In the ternary system MgO-SiOrH2O, three solid
phases are required to describe a univariant reaction.
These could be one serpentine mineral, olivine and
brucite. Normally, more than three phases are
observed in serpentinized rocks (Thayer 1966,
Coleman & Keith 1971" Diefiich & Peters 1971" Frost
1975, Wicks & Plant 1979, Lawert & Hebefi 1979).
Among the additional phases could be a second ser-
pentine mineral, talc or orthopyroxene, arnong others.
To be univariant, ttre system FeO-MgG-SiOrH2O
requires four mineral phases. The treatment of FeO
and MgO as independent components is reasonable
only if solid solutions are taken into account.

Nine different reaction-systems have been derived,
four including one and five including two serpentine
minerals. The nine systems and the respective reac-
tion-spaces contain an infinite number of single reac-
tions, where an infinitesimal change in composition
leads to an infinitesimal change in the stoichiometries
ofreactant and product phases. All the different reac-
tions are grouped into different configurations. Each
configuration occupies one volume segment in reac-
tion space and is delimited by other zero contours.

Zero contours in systems with the exchange vector
FeMg-, show some characteristic features. The zero
contour of a solid-solution phase depends on tlle com-
position of other solution phases and is independent of
its own composition. Zero contours of pure phases
(e.g.,H2O) in turn depend on all the mole fractions of
the system. Zero contours are simple lines or planes.
In the absence of pure phases, all zero contours inter-
sect  (0,0,0, (0))  and (1,1,1, (1))  of  react ion
(hyper)space. At these corners, the system loses one of
its components, wherea$ the number of phases remains
constant. The system is overdetermined. In the pres-
ence of a pure Mg-phase, its zero contour will inter-
sect the Fe-corner (0,0,0,(0), with which it is incom-
patible. The remaining solid-solution phases, however,
rvill not intersect the Fe-corner. and a univariant reac-
tion results. The same applies for a pure Fe-phase at

the Mg-corner (1, 1, 1,(1).
All zero contours in Fe-Mg systeurs intersect in a

common line. The line is the rotation axis for the
different zero planes. Two zero planes will always
intersect in a line, where the two minerals disappear
simultaneously. The disappearance of two minerals
causes the degeneration of the system; the remaining
phases have to disappear as well. In the absence of
pure mineral phases, rotation takes place along the
body diagonal through reaction (hyper)space, connect-
ing (0,0,0,....) and (1,1,1,...). The rotation axis is the
location where the ratio Mg:Fe coincides for all the
solid solutions. The system degenerates to a simpler
one, with three instead of four components. The com-
ponents are Mgfel-rO - SiO2 - H2O. In the presence
of a pure phase, the rotation axis will move away from
that corner with which the pure phase is incompatible.
The corner is characterized by a univariant reaction.
Rotation axes are intrinsic features of systems includ-
ing the FeMg-1 exchange vector. Each zero contour
subdivides reaction space into two segments. ln a path
around the rotation axis, each zero contour is crossed
twice. After a 360" rotation, the original equation is
reached again. This is possible only if each phase
changes its side in the equation twice. Each reaction
configuration is met twice in a round trip of 360'
around the rotation aris. The number of reaction seg-
ments is thus twice that of reaction configurations in
systems including the FeMg-r exchange vector.

In systems with two serpentine polymorphs, the line
of polymorph transformation is another degeneracy.
All components combine to one, which coincides with
the composition of the two polymorphs. Two phases
are required to forrn a univariant reaction in a unary
system. In a study on serpentinization including two
serpentine polymorphs, it is therefore of vital impor-
tance to know the compositions of both polymorphs.
Does the presence of two polymorphs imply an
intracrystalline transformation or are other minerals
involved as well? The zero contours of the two selpen-
tine minerals are related. The one for srpt depends on
the composition of srp2 and of the remaining solid-
solution phases, the one for srp2 depends on the com-
position of srpl and the remaining phases. If the mole
fractions of srpl is exchanged with that of srp2, the
zero contour of the two serpentine minerals coincide.

In a first study introducing the present lsshnique
(Zingg 1991), reaction space was either a line, a
square or a cube, Zero contours were points, lines or
surfaces. Reaction space is graphically explorable as
long as the number of solid solutions does not exceed
three. With the exchange vector FeMg-1, which is
ubiquitous in most rock systems, even in the simple
quaternary system presented in this study, reaction
space has more than three dimensions, and constitutes
a hyperspace. The rules governing reaction hyperspace
are analogous to the rules of reaction space of lower
dimension.
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Reaction hyperspace can always be reduced to three
dimensions by assigling fixed compositions to specif-
ic minerals of solid solution. In hyperspace, the evalu-
ation of all possible reaction configurations is possible
using the combination of a) chemography, and b) the
rule: number of zero contours = number of confieura-
tion. Ifreaction cubes are constructed by keepinfone
of the mole fractions fixed at 0 or 1. the two cubes are
related. The fust can be derived from the second yia a
centrosymmgtric inversion in reaction space. This
inversion point is also responsible for symmetrically
arranged reaction-confi gurations.

Reactions provide quantitative answers on a num-
ber of questions. The behnique can be expanded to
phase-equilibria studies, volume of reaction and mass-
transfer calculations, among others. The technique
seems suitable for extension to other multisvstems like
CaO - MgO - FeO - SiO, - HzO, VtgO - feO -
A12O3 - SiO2 - H2O and MgO - FeO - FqO3 - SiO2 -
Hzo.
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